Chung-Ang University’s Student Services for
International Exchange Students

1. Global Ambassadors

Every exchange student will have their own buddy called “Global Ambassador.” They will help you
adjust to Korean life, pick you up at the airport, and get in the dormitory room. They will also help you
to sign up for our cultural activities (called “CKEP”) and visit the places with you as a guide.
You can always ask them about anything you are curious about, or anything involving school life. They
all speak basic English and some of them are good at other languages like Chinese, French, etc.
The existence of Global Ambassadors guarantee high-quality of service for the international students.

Survey Result (conducted at the end of Fall semester, 2017)
How satisfied are you with the service of your GLAM? (319 responses)
0.6%

Excellent

7.2%

Good

31.3%

Fair

60.5%

Need Improvement
Bad

Feedback about Global Ambassadors
She was very kind and always tries to help us when we needed the help. I enjoyed
having her as a GLAM.
(Nia Johnson, San Diego State University/USA)
He is the perfect person for a GLAM! He was friendly, extremely helpful and tried to give
his best to solve issues or problems for us. Thank you very much!
(Tim Wohlfender, Zurich University of Applied Science/Switzerland)
Ji-young was so nice! All of you Glams are super well organized. Thank you so much
for everything! You made our stay really special!
(Anne Freigang, TH Nürnberg Georg Simon Ohm/German)
She is one of the sweetest person I met here. I admire all of the glams for their hard
work. Thank you so much for making I easy for us to survive here and enjoy to the
fullest.
(Priyanshi, Chandigarh University/India)
He's always nice, funny and cute! Thanks for helping and taking good care of us on
everything!
(LIU,YEN-LIN, National Taiwan Ocean University/Taiwan)

2. CKEP (CAU Korea Exploration Program)
Every semester, CAU hosts 3 to 4 cultural activities for exchange students to participate in, called “CAU
Korea Exploring Program (CKEP)”. It cost approximately 3~400USD to each students for a semester,
however, we are happy to mention that we offer 100% discount on CKEP program to our exchange
students. It is completely free of charge! These can vary from baseball game outings to harvesting
strawberries or making kimchi, Korea’s national side dish.

Survey Result (conducted at the end of Fall semester, 2017)
What do you think about the CKEP(CAU Korea Exploration Program) or
Cultural Activities? (319 responses)
10.3%

3.1%
Excellent
45.8%

40.4%

Good
Fair
Need Improvement
Bad

Feedback
Amazing program! The variety/range of activities were thought out well in allowing us
to experience different aspects of Korean culture. The GLAMs were very friendly and
approachable as well. They did a great job in being ambassadors of both CAU and Korea.
I would say that participating in the activities offered by CKEP was a highlight of my
exchange.
(Yap Jia Ling, Nanyang Technological University/Singapore)
The CKEPs are very broad in terms of culture, food and etc. I am very thankful for this
program as an international students in CAU because we went to places that is
impossible to go as a foreigner. This program is one of the many reasons why I would
recommend to my collegues to attend CAU. And having this program, other
international students from other Uni(s) in Seoul said I’m lucky to be in CAU. Thank you
so much!
(Nur Zuhairah binti Haji Mohd Ja’afar, Universiti Brunei Darussalam/ Brunei)
The CKEP is a very nice program which provides fun activities for us.
(Anu Laurila, University of Turku /Finland)

3. CAU Global Fair

Every October, CAU promotes our partner universities to our local students at an event called
Global Fair. At the Global Fair, our exchange students become an ambassador and have the
chance to promote your university to CAU students!

2017 CAU Global Fair video clip : https://youtu.be/rBi_WiLkoFw

4. Exclusive Blog Service for Exchange Students
Global A scholars working at Office of International Affairs provide a service just for
exchange students. It includes very useful information including: must have applications in
Korea, enjoyable places in Korea, how to use the service of the library, Clubs at CAU, etc.

https://cauexchange.blog

5. K-Lounge

CAU offers a Korean Lounge for exchange students. In the Korean Lounge, exchange students
have the opportunity to converse with Korean students and improve their Korean language
skills. This is a wonderful opportunity for exchange students to connect with local Korean
students and learn some useful phrases that will help them during their stay in Korea.
For more information: https://cauexchange.blog/2017/09/21/korean-lounge-fall-2017/

6. English Course Options
Please refer to the separately attached course list

7. Useful Links
CAU official website : http://neweng.cau.ac.kr/
CAU Office of International Affairs : http://oia.cau.ac.kr
CAU blog for exchange students : https://cauexchange.blog
CAU promotion video : https://youtu.be/Izdt2H2yNPU
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